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Abstract— This paper addresses the adaptive synchronization problem of Lorenz system even when its system
structure is imprecise and some of its parameters are
unknown. With only a single observable state, this is
accomplished by a newly designed adaptive observer
based on linear feedback control, where the estimated
parameters are adaptively updated by some dynamical
minimization algorithms. As illustrated with the numerical
simulations, the observer’s states can asymptotically
synchronize with the targeted system, while the unknown
parameters can be identified simultaneously in a fast
convergence rate. Furthermore, the proposed observer
is applied for providing the cryptanalysis of some
Lorenz-based chaotic modulation communication systems.
It is demonstrated that the covered messages can be easily
estimated by such an adaptive attack. Hence, the securities
of those systems are challenged.
Keywords—Adaptive observer; adaptive synchronization;
cryptanalysis; minimization algorithm; secure communication

I. I NTRODUCTION
The importance of chaos synchronization [1] has
aroused a lot of interests, not only because of its
theoretical importance, but also its wide applications,
such as secure communications and data encryption.
In the last two decades, a large number of chaos-based
cryptosystems have been suggested based on the concept
of synchronization, see Refs. [2]–[7] for example. The
success of these cryptosystems is largely dependent on
how resistive they are for different kinds of attacks. In
additions, as pinpointed in [2], the in-use chaotic systems
must also be anti-adaptive in order to prevent intruder
from retrieving the system states and/or the parameters
based on the observability of the transmitted output.
The concept of anti-adaptiveness is closely related
with adaptive synchronization, which implies the
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synchronization of a targeted system without knowing
its exact model. Currently, a variety of adaptive
synchronization approaches have been reported, such
as, Refs. [8]-[15], where Lorenz system is of particular
interest. Lorenz system has been commonly used in
practical communication system designs, as it is a
well-known difficult synchronization problem when
some unknown parameters are resided in all the three
state equations and only the first state is measurable.
As a general remark, this problem is manageable if the
second state is observed [11], [12].
Recently, some static minimization approaches [16],
[17] have been explored to tackle with this difficult
synchronization problem. Evolutionary computation
technique [18], namely particle swarm optimization,
has also been successfully applied for the parameter
estimations in chaotic systems. However, these methods
do not serve the needs for real-time estimation as a set
of fixed record is generally required.
On the other hand, designs based on adaptive rules
[13], [14], [15] provide some possible solutions. In
[13], an adaptive rule for parameter estimation, driven
by the synchronization error, has been suggested for
observer design based on the concept of system control.
However, detailed design procedure is missed, and the
time for synchronization is very long as presented.
Similarly, a local adaptive Lyapunov function has been
established in [14], where parameter adaptive control
loops are designed to synchronize a given system as
well as to estimate its unknown parameters. Although
the construction of this local Lyapunov function is rather
complex, it is considered to be a practical means to
justify the design of the parametric update rules.
In this paper, a new observer based on the linear
feedback control and dynamical minimization algorithm
[11] is proposed to achieve the adaptive synchronization
of Lorenz system. In addition, the designed observer will
also be applied for the cryptanalysis of some chaossynchronization based secure communication systems.
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As shown from our simulations, the suggested design
serves as an effective means for challenging the
anti-adaptiveness of those systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Sect. II, a design of observer system proposed
for adaptive synchronization of Lorenz system is
described. The design is then verified and some
simulation results are also given in the same section.
In Sect. III, the proposed observer system is adopted
for the cryptanalysis of some Lorenz-based chaotic
modulation communication systems, supported with
various simulation examples. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Sect. IV.
II. A DAPTIVE S YNCHRONIZATION OF L ORENZ
S YSTEM
In this section, the adaptive synchronization of Lorenz
system is described. To formulate a more challenging
problem, it is assumed that the exact form of Lorenz
equation is unknown while the following generalized
form is considered:
M:



 x˙1

x˙

2

 x˙
3

= p1 (x2 − x1 )
= p2 x1 − p3 x2 − x1 x3
= x1 x2 + p4 x2 − p5 x3

(1)

where x = [x1 x2 x3 ]T is the state vector and
p = [p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 ]T are unknown parameters
but linearly depend on the system states.
In (1), an addition term p4 x2 is included in the
third equation. It is expected that the exact form of
the equation can be recovered if p4 can be correctly
estimated as zero.
It is also letting that the output is:
y = Cx

(2)

where C = [1 0 0] and hence y = x1 is observable.
Similar to all the identification problem, the condition
of persistently excitation is assumed (Note: This is
generally true when the system M is in its chaotic mode).
In order to achieve adaptive synchronization, another
system, known as an observer system S , is to be designed
such that the states and unknown parameters can be
simultaneously estimated. Motivated by a recent work
[15], a new design of S is proposed as follows:


x̂˙ 1


 ˙

q1 (x̂2 − x̂1 ) + k1 ey
x̂2
q2 x̂1 − q3 x̂2 − x̂1 x̂3 + k2 ey
S:
˙

x̂
x̂1 x̂2 + q4 x̂2 − q5 x̂3 + k3 ey

3


q̇i
δi hi (x̂, ey )µi (x̂)
for i = 1, · · · , 5
(3)
T
where x̂ = [x̂1 x̂2 x̂3 ] is the observer state vector;
ey = y − ŷ and ŷ = Cx̂; q = [q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 ]T
=
=
=
=

is the estimator for unknown parameter p; K =
[k1 k2 k3 ]T is the feedback gain to stabilize the linear
part of the original system; δi > 0, i = 1, · · · , 5 are some
stiffness constants; hi and µi are functions to ensure the
minimization of the synchronization errors and to allow
the unknown parameters converging with a similar rate,
respectively.
The detailed design procedures are given as follows:
1) Design K to stabilize the linear part of the system:
Rewrite (1) as
M : ẋ = A(p)x + ϕ(x) ≡ F(x, p)

(4)

= Fi (i =
 1, 2, 3), A(p) =
−p1
p1
0


−p3
0  and the only nonlin p2
0
p4
−p5 
0


earity ϕ(x) =  −x1 x3  is Lipshitzian, i.e. there
x1 x2
exists a positive constant L < ∞, such that

where F


k ϕ(x) − ϕ(x̂) k≤ L k x − x̂ k,

∀x, x̂ ∈ <n (5)

Since A(p) is unknown, for the best estimation,
K is chosen to have all the eigenvalues of
(A(q0 ) − KC) being negative, where q0 is the
initial guess of the parameter p. For example,
let q0 = [12.0 30.0 2.0 2.0 2.5]T , one has
the feedback gain K = [60 120 0]T , where
the eigenvalues of (A(q0 ) − KC) are λ1,2,3 =
−49.04, −24.96, −2.50, respectively.
2) Design the function hi , i = 1, · · · , 5:
The updating equations for unknown parameters
are designed based on the dynamical minimization
of the synchronization error ey and the dependence
of parameter qi on the observable state. Details can
be referred to [11], while the concept is briefly
explained as follows.
The major idea is to design the dynamical
equations for unknown parameters q i so that the
synchronization error:
n

E(qi , t) = min (y − ŷ)2

o

(6)

is to be minimized. With an analogy to an equation
in mechanics, where an overdamped particle goes
to a minimum of a potential, the following design
rules are obtained:
a) if qi appears in the dynamical evolution of
x̂1 , we have
hi ∝

∂F1 (x̂, q)
ey ,
∂qi

(7)
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b) if qi appears in x̂i , i 6= 1 and the evolution
of x̂1 depends on state x̂i directly, then
∂F1 (x̂, q) ∂Fi (x̂, q)
ey ,
hi ∝
∂ x̂i
∂qi

(8)

c) if qi appears in x̂i , i 6= 1 but the
dynamical function F1 does not depend on
state x̂i explicitly, then a further dependence
according to the dynamical evolution of the
system should be considered as follows:

hi ∝

(
)
X ∂F1 (x̂, q) ∂Fk (x̂, q) ∂Fi (x̂, q)
k

∂ x̂k

∂ x̂i

∂qi

The convergence rate of (11) is then governed by:
−1
J
Γ1 = −J21(1) J11
(1) 12(1)
δ1
= −
µ1 (p3 p5 + x̂1 (p4 + x̂1 ))|x̂2 − x̂1 |
|J11(1) |
(13)

Similarly, for having other parameters pi , i =
2, 3, 4, 5 as the unknown, we have
Γ2 = −

δ2
µ2 p1 p5 |x̂1 |
|J11(2) |

(14)

Γ3 = −

δ3
µ3 p1 p5 |x̂2 |
|J11(2) |

(15)

Γ4 = −

δ4
µ4 p1 |x̂1 x̂2 |
|J11(4) |

(16)

Γ5 = −

δ5
µ5 p1 |x̂1 x̂3 |
|J11(5) |

(17)

ey

(9)
Hence, for the Lorenz system (1) and the proposed
observer (3), the functions hi can be derived as:
h1 = sgn(x̂2 − x̂1 )ey
h2 = sgn(x̂1 )ey
h3 = −sgn(x̂2 )ey

and

h4 = −sgn(x̂1 x̂2 )ey
h5 = sgn(x̂1 x̂3 )ey .

(10)

It should be noticed that a sign function is
now introduced for performance improvement. As
demonstrated in later simulation, not only that (10)
provides a more simple structure, its convergence
speed is also found to be faster. The dependence of
q1 in original functions hi , i = 2, 3, 4, 5 is further
omitted as it is always positive.
3) Design µi such that the convergence rates of the
estimation errors are similar [15]:
The error convergence rate of each parameter
is approximated by the case that it is the sole
unknown. For example, if only p1 is unknown,
by linearizing the error dynamics of the targeted
system (1) and the observer (3) evaluated on a
typical trajectory, one obtains:
(

ė = J11(1) e + J12(1) r
ṙ = J21(1) e

(11)

where e = x − x̂, r = p1 − q1 ,


J11(1)

−q1 − k1

=  p2 − x̂3 − k2
x̂2 − k3

J12(1)

= [x̂2 − x̂1

J21(1)

= [−δ1 µ1 (x̂)sgn(x̂2 − x̂1 )

0



q1
−p3
p4 + x̂1

0

−x̂1 
−p5

0]T
0

0] .

(12)

where |J11(i) | = (p1 + k1 )[p3 p5 + x̂1 (p4 + x̂1 )] −
p1 [p5 (p2 − x̂3 − k2 ) − x̂1 x̂2 + k3 x̂1 ], in which pi
is taken place by qi .
Obviously, the choice of K should also make
|J11(i) |i=1,···,5 > 0, implying k1 and k2 are large
but k3 is small.
By reviewing the Eqns. (13)–(17), it is noticed
that the convergence of the parameter estimation
is related with the estimated states x̂i . It can also
be observed that Γi , i = 1, 4, 5 are dependent on
higher order terms, while Γi , i = 2, 3 in (14) and
(15) are of first order.
Therefore, in order to force all the Γi to have
similar dynamics and convergence rate, we have
µi = 1, for i = 1, 4, 5 and µi = |x̂2 | for i = 2, 3.
Remark 1: When there are multiple unknown
parameters appearing in the dynamical equation of the
non-observable states, the design solely based on the
minimization algorithm [11] may not be successful.
It is due to the fact that the unknown parameters
may converge in different rates, causing a failure of
estimation. Therefore, auxiliary functions µi are now
introduced. It will also be shown in the later section
that this design is valid by verifying some of its local
Lyapunov functions.
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The final adaptive observer is then constructed as:















x̂˙ 1
x̂˙ 2
x̂˙ 3
q̇1
q̇2
q̇3
q̇4
q̇5

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

q1 (x̂2 − x̂1 ) + k1 ey
q2 x̂1 − q3 x̂2 − x̂1 x̂3 + k2 ey
x̂1 x̂2 + q4 x̂2 − q5 x̂3 + k3 ey
δ1 sgn(x̂2 − x̂1 )ey
δ2 |x̂2 |sgn(x̂1 )ey
−δ3 |x̂2 |sgn(x̂2 )ey
−δ4 sgn(x̂1 x̂2 )ey
δ5 sgn(x̂1 x̂3 )ey

u1
u2
u5

100

(18)

A. Design Justification
As mentioned in many reports, it is impossible to
construct a global Lyapunov stability function for Lorenz
system if p in (1) is unknown and only x1 is observed.
To justify our design, the local Lyapunov function
approach suggested in [14] is adopted. As pointed out
in [14], it is possible to construct some local Lyapunov
functions based on the information of a control surface
if the observer system is sufficiently robust to parameter
mismatches. It is required that the time average of control
functions must be smooth with respect to the parameter
q near the true value of p, and converge to zero when
p = q.
These criteria can provide a guideline for the design
of the observer S , in turns, become a method to
evaluate whether it can achieve adaptive synchronization.
For multiple parameters identification, the parameter
adaptive control functions (i.e. q̇i ) must not only be
smooth, but also converge to zero with similar rates
when q deviates slightly from p. This also explains why
additional function µi has to be introduced.
Consider local Lyapunov functions Ui , i = 1, · · · , 5
defined as follows:
Z
1 τ0
q̇i dτ
(19)
Ui (τ0 , T ) =
T τ0 −T
where qi ∈ [pi − ∆pi , pi + ∆pi ], assuming that the other
unknown parameters are set as their nominal values.
Consider
the
case
of
p
=
[16.0 45.6 1.0 0.0 4.0]T
while the system
(1) is in its chaotic mode, Fig. 1 depicts the time
average of Ui (τ0 , T ) chosen from each state variable
with T = 250 (denoted as Ui ). For clarity, only the
functions U1,2,5 are given, and similar results can be
obtained for U3,4 .
From Fig. 1, it can be observed that Ui varies smoothly
when the parameter deviation ∆pi is small. Also, as
illustrated by the slope of the functions, the time average
of all parametric updating functions converge to zero
approximately the same in each individual dimension,
agreeing with our design concept.

Ui

S:
















0

-100

-200
-2

-1

0
∆ pi

1

2

Fig. 1. Ui , i = 1, 2, 5 as a function of the relative deviation of the
parameter error for qi

B. Simulation Results
Now, consider a Lorenz system (1) with unknown
parameter p = [16.0 45.6 1.0 0.0 4.0]T and
follow the procedures described in Sect. II, one obtains
the observer (3).
Let δ1,4,5 = 12, δ2,3 = 2, and assume that the initial
conditions are:
x0 = [1 1

1]T ,

x̂0 = [2 2

2]T

0

q = [12.0

30.0

and
2.0

2.0

2.5]T ,

Fig. 2 (a) shows the evolutions of the synchronization
errors based on adaptive synchronization (denoted as
‘2’). For comparison, the same error based on identical
synchronization (i.e. with p known) is also given and
denoted as ‘1’.
Obviously, it takes longer time for the synchronization
error to reduce to a small value when parameters are
unknown. However, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (a), the error
drops exponentially and reaches the order of 10−4 within
about 120s, which is considered to be very fast. In
fact, a shorter synchronization time is possible when
fewer parameters are unknown. For example, if only the
common system parameters p1,2,5 are unknown, it will
only takes about 40s for the synchronization error to
reach the order of 10−4 , which is much faster than that
presented in [13], [14].
The estimated parameters qi against time are given
in Fig. 2 (b). It clearly shows that all the estimators
converge to their true values, and the exact Lorenz
equation is identified.
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A. System I
Recall the system proposed in [7], which can be
expressed as:
M1 :



 x˙1

= p1 (x2 − x1 )
x˙2 = p2 x1 − x2 − x1 x3

 x˙ = x x − p̃ x
3
1 2
3 3

(20)

where p̃3 = p3 + m(t) × ∆, m(t) = ±1 and ∆ is a
constant.
The parameters pi , i = 1, 2, 3 are considered to be the
secret keys. The message m(t) is used to modulate p3
and the signal x1 is transmitted.
1) Case I: In our simulation, the same parameters
given in [7] and [14] are used. They are: p1 = 16, p2 =
45.6, p3 = 4.2 and ∆ = 0.2. As shown in Fig. 3, the
two chaotic attractors corresponding to m(t) = ±1 look
very similar.

(a)

100

80

x3

60

40

20

(b)

pP

ei 2 vs t, where ‘1’
Fig. 2.
(a) Synchronization errors
and ‘2’ indicate the synchronization errors with normal identical
synchronization and adaptive synchronization, respectively ; (b)
Convergence of the recovered parameter values q1,2 /10 and q3,4,5 of
the observer (3) correspond to the true values in the master system
(1)

0
-40

-20

0
x1

20

40

20

40

(a)
100

80

60
x3

III. C RYPTANALYSIS OF S OME C HAOTIC
M ODULATION S YSTEMS

40

In this section, it is to suggest an adaptive
attack using the proposed adaptive observer, serving
as the cryptanalysis of some chaos-based secure
communication systems. We will only focus on those
systems using Lorenz attractor as their basic units, such
as [6], [7], although some other chaotic systems with
unknown parameters can also be adaptively synchronized
with the similar approach.
The cryptanalysis is based on the assumption that the
structure of the cryptosystem is known while the system
parameters, which are probably the users’ specific keys,
are kept secret.

20

0
-40

-20

0
x1

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) The chaotic attractor of Lorenz circuit for encoding (a)
‘-1’ and (b) ‘1’

It should be noticed that the realization of Lorenz
system in electronic circuit involves a particular time
constant, and hence a transformation of time-scale is
needed. As determined in [14], the new time-scale t =

6

τ /T0 , where τ is the time-scale used in simulation and
T0 = 2505.
When the bit duration time of m(t) is sufficiently
long (say 16ms), as shown in Fig. 4, the parameter q3
can correctly follow the modulated value p̃3 , and the
original message m(t) can be obtained by estimating the
medium value of q3 . Due to the transient effect, some
errors are noticed in the first few milliseconds, which
can be improved with the use of a moving average filter.
In our simulation, a moving average filter with a length
1ms is adopted for the first 2ms.

length of 1ms has been used for the first 2ms.

Fig. 5. Parameters qi , recovered message m̂(t) and the plaintext
m(t) vs t

B. System II
In our second example, the system described in [6] is
studied. The message is used to modulate the parameter
p2 in the cryptosystem (20), which can be described as
follows:
Fig. 4. Parameters qi , recovered message m̂(t) and the plaintext
m(t) vs t

2) Case II: In the second case, the bit duration time
is reduced to 4ms which is much smaller than the
synchronization transient time. As compared with the
attack suggested in [14] in which a wrong estimation of
p̃3 is obtained, the value of q3 obtained with the proposed
observer design is more accurate. By taking the average
of the maximum and minimum values of q3 after the
initial transient time (in our example, 2ms), we get a
coarse estimate p3 ≈ 4.2, which is further employed as
the threshold to recover the message m(t). Note that
the value of the threshold is not exclusive and strict.
Generally, it can be chosen as the mean of the maximum
and the minimum of the modulated parameters (after the
initial transient time). The simulation result is shown
in Fig. 5. Again, to avoid errors caused by the initial
synchronization process, a moving average filter with

M1 :



 x˙1

x˙

2

 x˙
3

= p1 (x2 − x1 )
= p̃2 x1 − x2 − x1 x3
= x1 x2 − p3 x3

(21)

where p̃2 = p2 + m(t) × ∆, m(t) = ±1 and ∆ is a
constant. Again, the state x1 is used as the output signal.
1) Case I: Now, it is letting that the system true
values are: p1 = 10, p2 = 30, p3 = 8/3, and ∆ = 2.
The same message as in the Case I of System I is to be
transmitted, with the bit duration period of 16ms (again,
it is based on the new time-scale). Figure 6 depicts the
estimators for the unknown parameters and the decoded
message from the system parameters. From the result,
it can be observed that the estimator q2 closely follows
the modulation p̃2 , while the other two parameters also
reflect the switch of the message from one value to the
other. By using a simple threshold test, i.e. p2 = 30 (it is
determined by taking the mean of the maximum and the
minimum values of q2 after the initial transient time of
2ms.), one can easily decode the message signal m(t). In
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this example, a moving average filter with a length 1ms
is employed in the whole process for message recovery,
in order to reduce the transients. Therefore, there exists
a time delay, less than 1ms, in the recovered signal.

Fig. 7. Parameters qi , recovered message m̂(t) and the plaintext
m(t) vs t

Fig. 6. Parameters qi , recovered message m̂(t) and the plaintext
m(t) vs t

2) Case II: In this case, the bit rate of the message is
increased, and the bit duration time is set as 4ms. As the
bit duration time is very short, the convergence speed of
the adaptive observer should be fast enough to correctly
reveal the message. Therefore, in this example, a large
feedback gain and stiffness constants are used.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7 with
parameter settings: δ1,3 = 24, δ2 = 30 and the feedback
gain K = [120 300 0]T . It is noticed that the transient
time for the System II is much longer than the System
I, yet the message can still be correctly recovered by the
use of a moving average filter with a length of 1ms and
a simple threshold test after about 10ms.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the adaptive synchronization of Lorenz
system with total five unknown parameters is achieved.
An adaptive observer is designed for this difficult task,
based on the concept of feedback control and dynamical
minimization algorithm. The design is verified by the
use of a local Lyapunov function approach. As shown in
the simulation results, both state synchronization errors

and parameter estimation errors converge to zero within
a short transient, achieving the adaptive synchronization
with good quality.
In addition, the adaptive observer is used as a means to
perform the cryptanalysis of some chaos-synchronization
based secure communication systems, in which one of
the system parameters is used as carrier to transmit
the information signal. From the view point of system
adaptive control, the securities of those systems are
questionable. Simulation results have shown that the
transmitted message of different bit rates can be correctly
extracted by an intruder, even though the exact parameter
values in the transmitter are unknown.
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